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The basic research of chemical radiation effects has been mostly proceeded in

aqueous systems. When one turns from aqueous to the ,,dry solute" systems, reactions are

running in a very different way. The examined compound, previously the solute, becomes

then the only constituent of the system, absorbing all ionising energy. Majority of

dosimeters and of radiation processed systems is solid: these are crystalline or rigid

substances of high viscosity, sometimes of complicated phase-compositions being no

longer homogenous like liquids. Main features of the solid (and rigid) state radiation

chemistry is to be discussed in five parts: i. Character of absorption process. Absorption of

radiation is in all media heterogenous on the molecular level, i.e. with formation of single-

and multi-ionisation spurs. The yield of the latters is 15-25 % of the total ionisations,

depending on the system, even at low LET radiation. In spite of random distribution of

initial ionisations, the single-ionisation spurs can turn rapidly into specifically arranged,

temporal localisations. The variety of spur reactions is usually more complicated than

that in aqueous systems, ii. Character of transients. Intermediates in solid state radiation

chemistry exhibit very different transport properties: from free electrons moving fast and

far, to electrons changing the position by different physicochemical mechanisms, to easy

movable H-atoms, and to practically unmovable, only vibrating, new fragments of a lattice

or glass, iii. Paramagnetic intermediates. Radicals living for microseconds in liquids, when

created and trapped in a solid matrix are usually very stable, e.g. they can have a difference

of half-life times of 12 orders of magnitude, however their chemical composition remais

identical, iv. Spectroscopic properties of transients investigated by luminescence and

absorption spectrophotometry. v. The specific character of the solid state radiation

chemistry requires modifications of experimental techniques being developed for the liquid

systems, e.g. non-typical samples (e.g. single crystals), a new approach to semitransparent

samples in optical measurements (i.e. DRS), as well as a special dealing with solid samples

in pulse radiolysis.
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